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The Gym not for you? Too costly, too embarrassed, too crowded. Not got the time or the
motivation? Tried it. Didn't work. Not for me thanks. You want the body, but the gym is simply not
for you. I think I can help. How about a completely different way of exercising that will get you the
gym body but without the gym. Sounds good so far? Great then let's get ready for, "Walking on
Jupiter."

"This is a great book with good advice on acid reflux." by James Ansgar"I found this book to be
very comprehensive in giving me a lot of information in one place...Highly recommend this book
to anyone wanting to learn more." by Veneta"A great book to have if you are suffering from this
condition." by Anabel L."I highly recommend this book. I found a lot of really useful information
about acid reflux." by Elison"This book is simply awesome." by Gayatri Tulshyan --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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WalkingonJupiterAndy ElliottWalking on Jupiter(Working against the planet in a good way)No
part of this book may be used or reproduced in any manner whatsoever without written
permission from Andrew ElliottCopyright © 2020 Andrew ElliottWalking on Jupiter(Working
against the planet in a good way)Ever wanted that wonderful physique, despite age or current
physical condition, but couldn’t face going to the gym?Ever wanted to be liberated from a strict
exercise and diet regime?With Walking on Jupiter you will require:-No visits to the GymNo
Dumbbells or BarbellsNo Keep Fit equipmentNo special diet or expensive supplementsNo fixed
number of sets, repetitions and workoutsNo repetitive routines week after weekNo jogging for
miles to lose weightIf all that sounds good to you, then get ready for:-Walking on JupiterTable of
ContentsPage7. Walking on Jupiter – Really!!!9. Introduction – The dumb factor13. Just
Random acts of exercise15. A small section for the ladies19.  The God Factor - Do you know
Him?23. I’ve changed my mind – Good27. What do I want to look like and do I have the desire
to see it through?29. Start to love yourself35. Why exercise and what are the benefits?37.
Exercise – A misunderstood word43. You don’t see a Sumo Wrestler with a six pack45. Don’t
just do a Workout, do a Work In49. It’s a goal and everyone cheers51. A time to rest55. A gem
of information57. Muscle versus fat59. Danger of diet only63. Die to diet67. But my mind
keeps telling me to eat the stuff I know I shouldn’t eat69. Don’t forget to drink71. What about
body types. Am I or are you primarily ecto, endo or meso?73. Choosing the right partner75.
What shall I wear?77. Walking on Jupiter (WOJ)95. The Body Weight Exercises121. Working
on Jupiter123. I’m guessing that you still have questions?135. Conclusion137. GoalsWalking
on Jupiter – Really!!!I know, I know. No one can really walk on Jupiter. Even if you wore the right
space suit and had all the right equipment, it would still be impossible. Why? Because the planet
is one huge ball of gas, made up primarily of hydrogen, and we all know that we can walk in gas
but not on gas.The title of this book is purely hypothetical, a means to an end.It describes a new
method of exercise which you will discover later on in this book.A format of exercise that offers
great results by copying the effects of the exercises that can be done at the gym such as the
Bench Press, Curls, Shrugs, Shoulder Press, Rowing, to name but a few. However, you won’t
actually be lifting any physical weights. Your mind will just think that you are.May sound a little
wacky at the moment, but it will become clearer a little later on.To explain in a little further, let’s
go back to the largest planet in our Solar System, Jupiter.If the mass of Jupiter was made up of a
solid structure such as planet Earth is, then yes, we could in theory walk on Jupiter. However,
because of the great mass of the planet being around 1,300 times greater than Earth, the ability
to do anything on this great planet would be so much harder due to the strong gravitational
pull.Imagine the effort therefore of simply going up stairs carrying 2.5 times your body weight? It
would be like someone above you pushing down on your shoulders making the stair walk far
more difficult. You may do it, but it would be very hard.Let’s apply that same principle to exercise.
Imagine if you will that you are lifting or pushing a weight and going through all the motions
including the tensing of the muscle as you go from point A to point B of the movement.The body
would have to react to the tension applied to it. How does it react? Initially your body would tire



very quickly, just as though you were physically lifting weights in the gym. The long-term effects
would be: Burning more calories, toning, shaping, and making the muscles stronger. For every
action, there is a reaction.You are about to create the body that you really want rather than the
one that has just evolved by your natural everyday living and ageing process.Up to this point in
your life, things may have just happened without you giving any rational thought about why you
are what you are.Even if you have exercised before, have you ever stopped to consider why you
are doing what you are doing and is what I’m doing really going to benefit me?If you follow just
some of the principles in this book you will start to create a new you. Not just going through the
motions of an exercise program such as 1 Press Up, 2 Press Ups……………now I’ve got to 10
Press Ups. Press Ups now completed. Just what the magazine article stated. Job done.No. From
now on you are going to make every movement count. Not only in a physical way but also in a
mindful way. In other words, no part of the exercise will be wasted.Whether you are using the
WOJ (Walking on Jupiter) method or the more traditional body weight resistance exercises, also
explained in this book, each movement will be of tremendous benefit to you, to help you achieve
your physical goal.I’m really excited to tell you about both forms of exercises later on in this book,
but for now I had better offer you the…………Introduction – The dumb factorI suppose it all
started about 2 years ago. Up to that point, I, like most other people who exercised, tried to
commit to regular training patterns. You know what I mean? I must train at 6:30 a.m every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday. If I miss a workout, I will feel guilty and I expect my body to
suddenly go back to how it was before I even started to exercise, just because I missed one
workout.I tried again and again, only to embrace the same frustration and disappointments,
because of my missed exercise routines. I followed a delusional thought pattern of, “My body is
never going to change if I only do two workouts this week instead of three.” I would therefore
yoyo back and forth working out with a feeling of obligation instead of heading towards any
particular physique goal.Added to this, I also thought that completing a number of repetitions
and sets was absolute key to that better body. Why? Simply because I used to read all the latest
physique training books and magazines.If the top Pro’s did 8 reps for 10 sets to build bigger
arms, then that’s what I must do to build bigger arms, right? If I only managed 9 sets instead of
10, then I’ve blown it. “Now I’m never going to add more muscle!” Not only did that not work, I
realised that I was taking advice from someone who was probably a genetic superman, who
most likely took steroids, was ripped a week prior to a big bodybuilding competition, wore a fake
tan and was covered from head to toe in baby oil!That’s not me and I’m sure that’s not you. We
live in the real world!The best equipment syndrome! Yes, I’ve been there and done that. Bought
the latest shiny dumbbell set and gone to the gyms with the newest equipment thinking that my
results were dependent upon the machines instead of man! I used to watch those exercise
equipment commercials and naturally thought that if they look that good from that piece of
equipment then the equipment must be the answer. Wrong again. It only took me around 45
years to discover that the best piece of equipment was me.At the end of the day the body only
changes according to the demands placed upon it physically and mentally and not how new and



finely crafted the machine is.As you can imagine, frustration set in quite quickly again when I
wasn’t achieving anywhere near the look I set out to achieve. So, I started the blame game. It’s
the routine I’m doing! Or these top ten tips from Mr. Pro bodybuilder and the latest scientific
breakthroughs just doesn’t work for me. Or these latest DVD’s on, “How to get a Mr. Universe
body in just 6 weeks.” are faulty!However, out of respect, there are a lot of trainers, coaches and
physique experts out there who do know what they are doing and have contributed a lot to the
world of physical development.If you want to get a physical trainer then fine, just make sure you
get the right one. The one who’s been through the blood, sweat and tears. Who’s persevered,
who’s got the look, the knowledge and the know how to help you on your journey to that better
body.I also went down the road of super supplements. I naturally thought, that if I took this latest
muscle mass gain powder, mix it with milk and drink two pints of it a day I too would achieve a
Mr. Wonderful physique in next to no time. After all, it works for the guy in the picture, right?Don’t
get me wrong, I did get bigger, but all of it round the waist and double the amount of time on the
toilet! What I didn’t realise was that the stars in these magazines were most likely paid very well
for endorsing the latest powders and potions, scientifically designed to get you the ultimate body
in 30 days or less!Today we have multimedia devices so that we can watch the guys and the
gals with the toned body, and hey what’s that, “We can buy your latest super ripped DVD set at
fifty percent discount if we are one of the first one hundred subscribers. Wow! Where’s my credit
card?”Please forgive my sarcasm. I do need to point out that not all routines, equipment, and
supplements are bad. What I’m trying to point out is; don’t be misled into spending a lot of time
and money on purchasing the magic pills of success, that if you take it, your whole body will be
transformed. It’s not going to happen.Be prepared to be in it for the long haul. It will happen, but
not overnight!When your body does change it will often be in sporadic bursts and not linear. That
is why a lot of the time you will exercise and see little or no gains. That is when a lot of people
give up and say, “I’ve tried exercising but it just doesn’t work for me. I must have one of the
bodies that is just fat!”There is no such thing as the perfect, routine, food, supplement or piece of
equipment. My body, and your body is constantly changing and as I’ll explain later it gets used to
what exercises you are doing very quickly so as to try and maintain the status quo. In other
words, our bodies will do their very best to remain constant and you sometimes have to fight for
the changes that you want.So, who am I? My name is Andy Elliott and I have had a passion for
exercise and physical development for over 47 years. Why? Because a friend of mine called Ian
once laughed at my stick like arms when I was 11 years of age. It’s amazing what a little
intimidation can do! Looking back, my arms were as big as my wrists are now and I still have
small wrists! From that moment on, I read about more than I exercised about what to do to beef
up.As I grew and started to gather weight on the waist I thought it’s about time I put all this theory
into practice. The mathematicians amongst us will have worked out that I’m now 58 years old
and am still passionate about exercise. However, after trying out virtually every training system
under the sun, I wanted to break away from the standard number of reps, sets and training
days.Most people don’t have the time, inclination or maybe even the money for gym



membership and so also want to be liberated from all of this, “Set routine stuff.”The how is, is
easy. It’s the actual doing it that requires the hard work and dedication.So now I’ll tell you what I
don’t do and in the following pages tell you what I do, do.So here’s my no, no
list………………………………..No particular number of reps, or training sets.No just going
through the motions of exercise. Each repetition should be a master class of movement to fully
achieve maximum muscular benefit.No set days for workouts.No training at a gym (but you can if
you want to).No special diet or supplements.No artificial substances such as growth hormones,
pills or potions.No special equipment, but a kitchen unit or chair can come in useful for Body
Weight exercises.No Sit Ups.No special clothing.No dedicated aerobic type exercises such as
jogging, exercise bike etc.No (Okay, very little actually) isolated exercises. Prefer compound
movements. (Explain later).In fact NO set anything.Sound liberating doesn’t it?Don’t like doing
things in a set order? Then why not do ……….Just Random Acts of ExerciseIf you are currently
very much out of shape and the thought of going to a gym terrifies you, then hopefully my no, no
list will have encouraged you to read on.Total flexibility that allows you to exercise when and
where you like. Hence the title of this chapter. No fixed rules that dictate where, when and what
you should do.No need to carry a set of dumbbells around with you in your handbag!Just
random. Do just one exercise if you have a spare couple of minutes or maybe 10 exercises if you
have half an hour.The choice is yours. No excuses please?Often, that’s what kills it in the first
place. Many people think that in order to get into great shape they either have to go jogging
because they see lots of Joggers out there or they have to go to a Gym or Fitness Club.Added to
that that they think that they have to spend a lot of money in having a personal trainer, which
seems to be the trend these days. No problem in that. However, if they have the mindset, which
states that they are a 20 stone piece of overweight human being then the last thing they are
going to want to be is embarrassed or humiliated. Thus, they don’t go out at all and end up
eating more because of their depressive state and then the downward spiral begins.If that’s you,
then this book is for you.What about my age?Think you’re too old, too out of shape, out of
inspiration, out of hope, out of energy, to think that you can still have a great physique? Do you
think that you’re past it and can no longer offer anything to yourself or society that will make any
difference? Then please think again. It’s time for a new mind shift.These words are from the Old
Testament in the Bible.“Now then, just as the Lord promised, he has kept me alive for forty-five
years since the time he said this to Moses, while Israel moved about in the wilderness. So here I
am today, eighty-five years old (YES, EIGHTY FIVE YEARS OLD). I am still as strong today as
the day Moses sent me out; I’m as vigorous to go out to battle now as I was then. Now give me
this hill country that the Lord promised me that day. You yourself heard then that the Anakites
were there and their cities were large and fortified, but the Lord helping me, I will drive them out
just as he said.”Joshua 14: 10-12.I’m not going to preach you a sermon, but I will say that if a
man in his mid-eighties is ready to climb hills and do battles, what’s your excuse?Convinced? I
hope you are because in a relatively small amount of time your body will change and so will your
mind.You will start to look forward to going out. You will be encouraged and strengthened from



the inside out. The better the inside the better the outside.
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